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Abstract-A new procedure is proposed for determination of transference numbers from etnj measure- 
ments. The procedure is applied to molten fluorides using literature data. We show that eqfmeasure- 
ments reported for a cell containing NaF and AIF, give transference numbers which are physically 
unlikely. The transference number reported for Na+, t,, , in pure NaF is of no thermodynamic signifi- 
cance in the absence of pressure gradients. Data for the system NaF-AlFs-Al,O,(sat) give the movement 
of one ion with respect to all others, and t,, is discussed for several choices of frame of reference. 
Inconsistency of some experimental results is pointed out. The thermodynamic significance of the findings 
is pointed out, and new experiments are suggested. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The present work is a review on transference 
numbers in molten salt mixtures relevant for the alu- 
minium electrolysis. Literature data are evaluated 
using a new method of analysis. The background of 
the review is the need for reliable data for an 
extended range of concentrations. Data are needed 
for calculations of cell potentials and local heat pro- 
ductions at the electrodes[l]. 

Transference coefficients are related to trans- 
ference numbers, but the two parameters are prin- 
cipally different. Transference coefficients are needed 
in the thermodynamic derivation of cell emf. The 
transference coefficients describe the coupling of 
mass and charge transfer across the cell including 
electrode reactions[2]. Transference numbers express 
how electric charge is carried across the electrolyte, 
without considering electrode reactions. While trans- 
ference numbers are always positive and sum to 
unity for a given system, transference coefficients 
may be negative and their sum may be different from 
unity. 

Reviews on transference numbers in molten salts 
have been given by, for example, Hussey[3] and 
Klemm[4]. Hittorf type experiments are central in 
these reviews. The distinction between transference 
coefficients and transference numbers was not dis- 
cussed. Gorshkov and Oshurkova[S] pointed out 
the need to distinguish between transference coefi- 
cients and transference numbers. Sundheim[6] 
explained the distinction several years ago. His name 
for transference coefficient was “electrochemical 
transport coefficient”. Sundheim[7] has given a more 

* Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. 

extensive review on transference numbers in molten 
salts. SundheimC6, 71, Fsrland[8] and Fsrland and 
Krogh-Moe[9] discussed the importance of having a 
defined frame of reference when reporting trans- 
ference numbers. These points are confirmed by the 
present review. 

2. PRINCIPLES 

The movement of ions or components must refer 
to a frame of reference. The definition of transference 
numbers and transference coefficients must include a 
frame of reference for the movement. The trans- 
ference number of the ion j, tj , is defined as the frac- 
tion of the electric current density, j, carried by the 
ion in a solution of uniform composition, ie AC = 0 
(see eg[3,4, 10, 123): 

tj = IzjJjhIAc=lJ (1) 

where z, is the charge of the ion and Jj the flux. 
Other names for tj are “transport number” or “elec- 
trical transport number”. The fraction is positive by 
definition; it does not show the direction of trans- 
port. Transference numbers are called “internal” 
when another ion of the system or a neutral solvent 
is the frame of reference. “External” transference 
numbers have a porous plug or a wall reference. 
From the definition (1) it follows that: 

? tj = l. 
(2) 

The summation is carried out over all ions j. The 
transference number is related to the ionic mobility, 
uj, and to the equivalent fraction x,[2, lo]. 

The transference coeficient of AX is defined as the 
number of moles of AX, An,,, transferred per mole 
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of electric charge, AQ, passing the cell, in the limit 
AQ-+O: 

section 5 for mixtures of NaF and AIF,, and ternary 
mixtures of NaF, AlF, and Al,O,(sat). 

t& = lim (AnAx/AQ). (3) 
AQ-0 

In a Hittorf type experiment An,, , and hence tzx, 
are referred to a fixed amount of a compound or ion. 
Superscript H means Hittorf type experiment. This 
transference coefficient is frequently used to describe 
aqueous solutions. Another common choice for the 
frame of reference used together with Equation (3) is 
the wall or a porous plug, giving tXx. Superscript P 
means plug reference. 

For molten salts the following definition is useful: 

Concentration cells with one molten salt are first 
discussed (section 3), because ambiguities exist in the 
interpretation of results from such cells. In section 4 
we will see that explicit forms of emf from Equation 
(5b) depend on electrode choice and the reference 
frame for transference coefficients. The emf is, 
however, invariant to our choice of frame of refer- 
ence for ti. The invariance makes possible consis- 
tency checks on the choices of frame of references. 
Literature is reviewed in section 5 on the back- 
ground of derivations given in sections 3 and 4. 

rfix = (JAxMA~,= 0 (4) 

where J,, expresses the transfer of AX from left to 
right, and pi is the chemical potential of all com- 
ponents i (units J mol- ‘). The frame of reference for 
J,, is then a lattice model of the system, where the 
position of one of the ions, eg X-, is fixed. Super- 
script L means such a quasi-lattice reference. 

3. CELLS WITH ONE MOLTEN SALT 

Consider an isothermal cell containing one pure 
molten salt, AX, with electrodes reversible to the 
cation A+, cell (a) below: 

When AX is transferred in direction of positive 
current, t,, is positive in Equations (3) and (4). 
Equation (1) applies to all ions of the system, while 
Equations (3) and (4) are used mainly for neutral 
components. The components of the system is the 
minimum number of neutral chemical species neces- 
sary to describe any part of the system (as defined in 
Gibbs’ phase rule). When using Equations (3) and (4) 
electrode reactions must be included. The word 
“transference” indicates that we describe the transfer 
of a component in a phenomenological way. The 
coefficient does not tell about the mechanism of 
transport. It will be connected to transference 
numbers defined in Equation (1). 

A 1 AX(l) 1 A. (a) 

As a pure molten salt cannot sustain a pressure 
gradient, or a concentration gradient, it can be con- 
cluded from Equation (5b) that a transference coefti- 
cient as well as transference numbers have no 
thermodynamic significance. This also follows from a 
discussion of the frame of reference for transference 
coefficients. 

According to Fsrland et aI.[2, 12-153, the emfof 
isothermal concentration cells can be calculated 
from the reversible, time-independent changes in 
Gibbs energy per faraday transferred. We have: 

From Equation (3), we obtain ttxx- = 0 when 
An,- = 0. The anion reference frame has been indi- 
cated in the superscript. According to definition (4), 
we can obtain the transference coefficient with the 
lattice frame of reference. Two choices for reference 
frames are then possible. The cation lattice frame of 
reference gives the transference numbers : 

t>+A+ = 0, &A+ = 1 (64 

A$ = - 
s 

” c ti dpi 
I i 

VW 

where Ad is given in units JF-‘, A4 = EF, and E is 
the emfin Volts and F is Faraday’s constant. ti are 
transference coefficients given by Equations (3) or (4). 
The summations are carried out over all components 
i. The integral will hereafter, be given without the 
integration limits. 

The cell has three compartments, the left-hand 
side half-cell (I), the right-hand side half-cell (II) and 
the junction compartment. In compartments (I) and 
(II) there is no gradient in concentration. The sum of 
the changes in Gibbs energy of compartments (I) and 
(II) is given by the first term to the right in Equation 
(Sa), with opposite sign. The contribution to emf 
from the junction is given by the integral of Equa- 
tion (5a). 

Through the Gibbs-Duhem equation, one dpi can 
be eliminated from Equation (5b). When the system 
has two components, we may reduce Equation (5b) 
to a practical equation for determination of trans- 
ference coefficients. The derivation will be shown in 

and hence the transference coefficient is: 

IAX 
L.A+ = -1 

UW 

This implies that the salt is displaced from right to 
left. The anion lattice frame of reference gives the 
transference numbers: 

&-X- =o, t2y = 1 

and hence the transference coefficient is: 

(W 

tAX - . 
L.X- _ 0 

U’W 

This implies that the molten salt is not moving. 
Experiments with a plug reference includes a 

volume flow through the plug[7]. Hussey[3] 
neglected this volume flow. Ion transfer as well as 
momentum transfer between different laminar 
boundary layers contribute significantly to the total 
transfer[7]. Sundheim[7] suggested that the momen- 
tum transfer was a property of the salt, independent 
of the material of the wall. The effect differs from 
ordinary electro-osmosis. We propose that the name 
“momentum transference” is used for this effect. 
When a pressure gradient exists in the system, the 
momentum transference will contribute to A4. In the 
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absence of pressure gradients, no such contribution 
to Ad is obtained in an isothermal cell. 

4. CELLS WITH TWO MOLTEN SALTS 

Consider cell (b) below. The electrolyte consists of 
a binary mixture of salts with a common anion, and 
with electrodes reversible to the anion. Temperature 
and pressure are constant and uniform. 

F,(g) I Claw, WOI, II INFO), Wl)h I FM. (b) 

From Equation (5b), the emfis: 

WF, = - @,.a, +NaF + tKF ‘bKF)* (8) 

The subscript on A4 indicates which electrodes are 
used. Unlike the situation of cell (a), chemical poten- 
tial differences may now be established, and the emf 
is given by the transference coefficients of NaF and 
KF. We consider first transference coefficients, t”, 
obtained from Hittorf type experiments. Three 
frames of reference will be discussed. The trans- 
ference coefficient tk with a lattice type frame of ref- 
erence is next described. 

4.1. Frame of reference: Fixed amount of F- ions 

In order to find tFF- we inspect the composition 
changes in compartment II when one faraday is 
transferred from left to right in the initially uniform 
melt. The initial number of moles of component i, 
%, in 3 and the final amount of component i, ni, f, are 
determined with respect to a fixed amount of the 
compound which is the frame of reference, n,,,, here 
F-. By definition, we then have: 

nF_.$. = nF_.l, or A$ = 0. (9) 

The transference coefficients are from Equation (3): 

t>FF- = lim (Anfi/AQ), 
AQ40 

t$$ = lim (AngiF/AQ) (10) 
AQ-0 

It follows from Equation (9) that: 

A& + An:, = 0 (11) 

and therefore, the transference coefficients are related 
as: 

tKF 
H.F- = _ H-F- 

tNaF . (12) 

Only one independent transference coefficient exists. 

4.2. Frame of reference: Fixed amount of K+ ions 

By definition, we now have: 

AnK+ = 0 K+ . (13) 

The changes in the number of moles of NaF are 
denoted AnkJ when K+ is the frame of reference. 
We shall compare AfiF to An;,. Consider the 
transfer of KF in the positive direction from com- 
partment I to II. In order to have Equation (13) 
valid, the sample from compartment II has to be 
reduced by a volume AV** which contains the 

amount A&. At the same time we reduce the quan- 
tity of NaF, by An:,, . The two amounts are related 
as: 

An&,F/An~; = +++I++ . (14) 

Where x are the mole fractions. 
The change in NaF content, An:,‘,, referring to a 

fixed amount of K+ ions, is related to the change of 
NaF content, Ani, referring to a fixed amount of 
F- as: 

AnElF = An:,, - An&,, . (1% 

By introducing Equations (14) into (15) we have : 

Ani; = An:, - AnF- x KF Nn+ /x K+' WI 

The transference coefficients with respect to a fixed 
amount of K+ ions are then: 

tKF - 
H,K+ -0 

tNaF 
K.K+ = t;h;- _ tEIFF-x 

Na+ ixK+. 

(174 

(17’4 

4.3. Frame of reference: The porous plug 

When a porous plug is inserted between the elec- 
trodes, the electric current will cause a volume flow 
across the cell. Assume that the volume flow is in the 
positive direction. The transported volume AVp in 
compartment II contains An;- moles of F- ions. We 
have 

AnNaF = xNa+ An!- (lga) 

An,, = xK+ An!_ (lgb) 

The mass changes by volume flow are superimposed 
on mass changes caused by transport of ions. The 
total change due to volume flow and charge transfer 
is thus: 

AnLaF = An;, + x&+ An;- 

An!, = An:, + xK+ An:- 

(19a) 

(19b) 

The transference coeficients are then related by: 

H,P _ H,F- P 
tNsF - tNaF + XNa+tF- (204 

t>FP = gFF- + xK+ t;_. W4 

4.4. Frame of reference: F- lattice 

In this case, the transference coefficients are given 
superscript L, F-. From definition (4), t>_F- = 0. By 
pasing 1 faraday from the left to the right, the 
changes in the electrolyte are: 

Compartment I : 

-tk+F-molK+ - t$a!-molNaC - lmolF_ 

= - tk+F- mol KF - tka!- mol NaF 

Compartment II : 

tk+F- mol K+ + tka5- mol Na+ + 1 mol F- 

= tk+F- mol KF + tka”;- mol NaF. 

This gives the relations between transference coetX- 
cients and transference numbers : 

tLN;F- = &ye and QFF- = ++F- (214 
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and furthermore: 

$&;- + &rF- = 1. (21b) 

Equations (21b) and (12) show the difference between 
f* F- and ti La F- The transference coefficients of NaF . 
and KF are related in both cases, but in different 
ways. Only one independent coefftcient exists. 

4.5. Invariance of emf 

The emf of cell (b) can be described in three equiv- 
alent ways, when the frame of reference is changed in 
a Hittorf type experiment. By introducing Equation 
(12) into (8) we obtain: 

By application of the Gibbs-Duhem equation this 
reduces to : 

A4F2 = - (t;.8-/xK+) dhaF. s WW 

The transference coefficients obtained from Equa- 
tions (17a, b) give with Equation (8): 

This is the same as Equation (22a). The plug refer- 
ence frame, Equations (2Oa, b) gives from Equation 
(8): 

+ (t:J- + XK+ t:-) d/lkF]. (24) 

By application of the Gibbs-Duhem equation, the 
terms containing $_ will cancel and we are again left 
with Equation (8) or (22a). 

This is a general result: the addition of a constant 
times xi to the transference coefficients does not alter 
the err& because such contributions from each of the 
components will cancel by application of the Gibbs- 
Duhem equation. 

The emf of cell (b) with F- lattice frame of refer- 
ence is obtained from Equations (21b) and (8): 

(254 

By application of the Gibbs-Duhem equation we 
obtain: 

MF* = - [(&Fe - XN~F~CFI dPc,s. W) 
s 

The emf is the same in Equations (22b) and (25b). 
The transference coefficients are related; t[$- = 

L.F- 
tNaF - XNr,F. Again, we find that only one trans- 
ference coefficient is needed to describe A+ in a two- 
component system. 

4.6. Effect of changing electrodes 

The F, 1 F- electrodes of cell (b) are exchanged by 
K+ 1 K electrodes to obtain cell (c): 

K(1) I CNWO, WMII CNWO, KWI,, I W. (4 

In the F- lattice frame of reference, the changes in 
the electrolyte by passing 1 faraday of positive 
charge from the left to the right are as follows: 

Compartment I : 

1 mol K+ - tkcF- mol K+ - t&c- mol Na+ 

= tka:- mol KF - tka’+- mol NaF 

Compartment II : 

-lmolK+ + tL,,P-molK+ + tL,?-moINa+ 

= - tka”;- mol KF + t&“;- mol NaF. 

This gives the relations between transference coefli- 
cients and transference numbers: 

$-, F- 
NaF = tNa+ L* F- and tkFF- = - 1 + tf;;‘- (26a) 

and furthermore: 

tL.F- _ L.F- 
NaF - -tKF . PW 

The emf will then be: 

A& = - s tw,z= L* F-(&N.F - d/k, 1. Va) 

By application of the Gibbs-Duhem equation this 
reduces to : 

MK = - (&$/XKF) +N,F+ 
s 

W'b) 

In the F- lattice frame of reference, the difference in 
the emf of cells (b) and (c) is the difference in chemi- 
cal potential of KF pKF,, - pKF, t, [compare Equa- 
tion (25b)]. The same result is obtained for 
transference coefficients, t”, obtained from Hittorf 
type experiments, Equation (3). 

5. SYSTEMS RELEVANT FOR THE 
ALUMINIUM ELECTROLYSIS 

The solvent of Al,O, in the industrial electrolysis 
of aluminium is a molten mixture of Na,AlF, and 
AlF,. The dissociation constant of the reaction: 

AIF:- = AlF; + 2 F- (I) 

was first estimated by Grjotheim[16] from phase 
diagram analysis. Spectroscopic evidence for cryolite 
dissociation was first obtained by Ratkje and 
Rytter[17]. The following reaction is likely at high 
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concentrations of oxide[18,19]: 

3 NaF(1) + AIF, + Al,O,(s) 

= 13 Na,Al,O,Fdl). (II) 

At low oxide concentrations the complex structure 
changes : 

Al,O,F:- + 2 AlF; = 2 Al,OF;-. (III) 

The first experimental evidence for the complex ions, 
Al,OFg- and Al,O,F:- was given by Fsrland and 
Ratkje[lS, 193 for dilute solutions of cryolite and 
oxide in NaF. Their experiments showed that com- 
plexes of the type AlOF:- were negligible and that 
Al,OFi- will only be present at low oxide concen- 
trations, or high AlF, concentrations. Their results 
were further confirmed by enthalpy data at higher 
concentrations by Julsrud[ZO], and by Raman spec- 
troscopy by Gilbert et aI.[21]. For the compositions 
used in industrial cells, the ions Na+, F-, AIF;, 
AIF:- and Al,O,F:- are probably most important. 
Sterten[22] has calculated melt compositions 
assuming an ideal Temkin model over extended con- 
centration ranges. 

Transference numbers of the ions are of interest. 
They can be derived from knowledge of transference 
coefficients of the components and equilibria 
between the species of the system. Measurements 
which may give such information, are reported by 
several investigators[23-351. 

5.1. Single salt studies 

Grjotheim et al.[23] investigated the transport of 
Na+ in NaF(l), by adding trace amounts of radioac- 
tive Na*+ to the melt. A transference number for 
Naf equal to 0.64 was reported. The temperature 
used was 1020°C. Their experimental cell was: 

C I (NaF, NaF*), II (NaF), I Na(AgN1). (d) 

The amount of tracer crossing a porous plug of BN 
was determined. Time-dependent results were attrib- 
uted to diffusion[24] and corrected for by extrapo- 
lation to zero time. The transfer due to diffusion of 
the tracer can also be corrected for by a blank 
experiment, where the tracer is contained on side II. 

The observed concentration change of Na+* on 
side II is not only due to charge transfer and diffu- 
sion Volume flow due to momentum transference 
may occur. For constant temperature and pressure, 
these changes give no contribution to emf, but the 
result obtained for tL,+ , 0.64, include the momentum 
transference (see section 3). Xiang and Kvande[30] 
used the value 0.64 in an evaluation of dissociation 
equilibria in molten cryolite. 

5.2. Binary salt solutions 

The molten mixture of NaF and AlF, has been 
investigated at 1020°C using the concentration 
cell[32] : 

Al(l) I (NaF, AlF,h II (NaF, AlF,h, I Al(l). (e) 

The electrode reaction on the right hand side elec- 
trode may be written as: 

jAl’+ + e- = $Al(l). (IV) 

The Gibbs-Duhem equation for this system is: 

nNnF dPN,F + nAIF, dPAi& = O. (28) 

By introducing the equivalent fractions of the com- 
ponents : 

xAIF, = 3nAlF3/(3nAlF3 + nNaF) (294 

XN8F = nNaF (3nAlF3 I + nNG) CW 

we may rewrite Equation (28) as: 

XN.F dPNs + ~XAIF~ dPA,F, =O. (30) 

In the F- quasi lattice frame of reference and with 
aluminium electrodes, we have from Equation (2) 
tg- + tg+- = 1. This gives the relations between 
transference coefficients and transference numbers : 

t$F- = tk.j;F;- and 

tg = *( - 1 + tg;f;-) W) 

and furthermore: 

tg- = -3tf&- . (31b) 

The emffrom Equation (5b) is: 

Introducing Equations (29), (30) and (31) into (32) we 
obtain : 

or: 

Wa) 

(33b) 

Equations (33a) or (33b) are both suited for experi- 
mental determination of tk$-. In practice the 
experiments are performed in the following way. The 
composition of compartment I is kept constant while 
the composition of compartment II varies. The emf 
of the cell is measured for each composition differ- 
ence. The incremental change in emf, d4, is due to 
the change, dk, in compartment II. The slope of the 
plot of A4 against pi in this compartment, gives 
tk$- as a continuous function of concentration in 
compartment II. 

A common concentration parameter is the ratio 
r = nNJnALF,. Thus xNaF = r/(3 + r) and xAIFs = 
3/(3 + r). According to Sterten and Mdand[35] pNaF 
varies less with r than pA,r, does, beyond r > 3. This 
means that for r > 3 the slope d#dpA,Fs can be 
determined more conveniently than the slope 
d&dPNpr. 

We have used both expressions (33a, b) to calcu- 
late t$F-. The emf of the cell from Saget et al.[32] 
(in units J F-l) was plotted as a function of pNar 
from Sterten and Mzland[35] (not shown). Accord- 
ing to Sterten et al.[26] the uncertainty of the activ- 
ities is less than 10% or + 1 kJ. Composition errors 
are negligible. The uncertainty in the emf values is, 
however, f50mV or +4 kJ F-l. This gives an 
uncertainty in the transference numbers of kO.5. 
Thus, the uncertainty is so large that the values of 
the transference coefficient are not of any use. Since 
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activity data are obtained from several sources, using 
different techniques, we conclude that the emf mea- 
surements need to be repeated. 

5.3. Ternary salt solutions 

The emf has been measured at 1000°C in cells (f) 
and (h) by Sterten et a/.[261 and in cell (g) by 
Yoshida and Dewing[25] and by Thonstad and 
Rolseth[31]. 

Na(Pb)(l)) [NaF, AIF,, Al,O,(sat)], 

II CNaF, AIF, , ALWWI,, I WPW (0 

Al(l) I [NaF, AIF,, Al,O,(sat)], 

II CNaF, AlF, , ALWa% I Al(l) k) 

O,(g) I CNaF, AIF,, Al,O,Wl, 

IICNaF, AIF,, ALWat)l,, I Ok3 (h) 

The components of the electrolyte are NaF, AIF,, 
A&O,. For the calculations, we are free to choose 
any combinations of these to make a new set of 
neutral components. The most practical choice of 
components in this system turns out to be NaF, 
AIF,, and Al,O,F,. We shall see that this is so, 
because the fluoride lattice frame of reference is con- 
venient, and because a separation of transference 
numbers of aluminium-containing complexes is at 
present not possible. Transference numbers for the 
ions can be derived from the transference coefficients 
of these components, when ionic equilibria are 
known. The choice of Al,O,F, as a component is 
due to the knowledge of the presence of the group 
Al,O,F, as expressed in Equations (II, III). 

Since the molten mixture is saturated with 
alumina, the following formal equilibrium is estab- 
lished : 

AlF, + Al,O,(s) = l+Al,O,F, 

which gives the stoichiometric relationship: 

(V) 

A”Airolr, = - #AnAir, (34) 

and the relationship between the chemical poten- 
tials : 

dh2o2F2 = 4 dPA,r+. (35) 

The system consists of 3 components and 2 phases. 
At constant temperature and pressure there is only 
one degree of freedom, ie there is only one indepen- 
dent transference coefficient or one independent 
ionic transference number. The Gibbs-Duhem equa- 
tion for this system gives: 

nNaF dPN,F + nAlF3 dPAlF3 + 'A1202F2 dPA1202F2 = O. 

By introducing Equations (34) and (35) into the 
Gibbs-Duhem equation we obtain: 

d&IF, = -nNaF dPNadnkF3 (36) 

where the original content of AIF,, nilF3 = nAIFJ 

+ fnA1202F2. 
The electrode reactions on the right hand side 

For Na electrodes : 

Na+ + e- = Na(Pb)(l) 

For Al electrodes: 

iA13+ + e- = fAl(1) 

For O2 electrodes: 

(VI) 

(VII) 

)A13+ + a O,(g) + e- = 4 Al,Oz’(l). (VIII) 

Equation (2) for the three cells gives: 

tkaT- + t!&- + tg&+ = 1. (37) 

The relations between the transference coefficients 
and the transference numbers differ for the three 
cells. We obtain for: 
Na electrodes : 

tL,F- _ tL.F- 
NaF - Na+ 

_ 1 tL.F- _ ltL.F- 
* AlFl - 3 All+ 

1 L.F- 
and h%F2 = StA1202Z+. 

Al electrodes: 

Wa) 

tL.F- _ tL,F- 
NaF - Na+ 9 tAIF3 

L, F- = $t'$; _ 3, 

and t&&F2 = I A12022+. 
ltL.F- 

0, electrodes: 

W) 

tL,F- _ tL.F- L.F- _ 1 L.F- 1 
NaF - Na+ 7 tAIF, - $Al3+ - 39 (38c) 

From Equations (37) and (38), we obtain the same 
relationships between transference coefficients for all 
three cells : 

tk$- + 3tfi$i + 2tki&, = 0. (39) 

For any of the three cells (f, g, h), the emf can be 
expressed by : 

+ tL.F- 
~1~0~~~ P(A~o~F~. d 1 (40) 

By introducing Equation (35) into (40) we obtain: 

A4 = - {tki;- dhaF s 
The independent transference coefficient is here 
tk:-. Only the sum of the two others, [tk&- 
+ jt’&,,], can be obtained. By introducing the 

Gibbs-Duhem Equation (36) and Equation (39) into 
(41) we obtain: 

A4 = - 
s 

{k$-/tl - XNsF)} +N,F (42) 

where xNaF is the equivalent fraction of NaF in the 
system, written as: 

XNe,F = nNaF/(nNaF + 3nAlF3 + 2nA1202F2) 

= nNsF/(3niIF3 + nN.F). (43) electrode for the cells are: 
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The emf of cells (g) and (h) are the same because the 
value of tk$- in Equation (42) is the same. [See 
Equation (38)]. For cell (f), tNPF L*F- is different and 
therefore A&a # A4,, = A4,, . 

The transference numbers of Na+ ions for the 
three cells can thus be expressed as : 

&La:- = -(I - %,d@h2/‘hnd~ WC) 

The same form of the Equation for the transference 
number of NaF is obtained, as for the binary electro- 
lyte [compare Equations (44b) and (33)]. The reason 
for this is that both systems have only one degree of 
freedom. This also means that a difference in emf 
between cells (e) and (g) is due to participation of 
oxygen-containing complexes in the charge transfer. 
Unfortunately, such a comparison cannot be per- 
formed due to uncertainty in emf measurements for 
cell (e). 

An alternative choice of components, NaF, AlF, 
and Al,OF,, leads to the same Equations (44). The 
expression for tka6F;- is thus independent of the spe- 
cific choice of aluminium-oxygen-fluorine complex. 

In systems with high contents of NaF (r > 3.7, see 
[26]), Al,O,(s) is no longer stable in contact with the 
melt. A sodium-containing phase is formed of the 
approximate composition Na,O 9 1 lAl,O,(s). The 
content of Na,O varies slightly with temperature 
and r. As a consequence of the formation of this 
compound, extra transfer of NaF will take place via 
the solid phase, It is influenced slightly by transfer of 
AlF,. The effect has been estimated and found to be 
so small that a correction in &jhF;- can be neglected, 
with the present experimental uncertainties. 

Literature data[25, 26, 31, 331 were used to plot 
emf as a function of pLNaF in cells (f, g, h) according to 
Equations (44). Figure 1 shows an example of such a 
plot. Calculated results are given in Tables 1 and 2. 

The experiments by Thonstad and Rolseth[31] 
and Yoshida and Dewing[25] cover together a large 

o-s8o 
pNoF (J mol~'l~104 

Fig. 1. The emr Ad, of the cell : 

E I CNaF, AIF,, UUsat)l, II CNaF, AIF,, Al,O&at)l,, I E 

for different electrodes, E, as a function of the activity of 
sodium fluoride, alar, as given by Sterten et 0/.[26]. 
Results for oxygen electrodes, from Stcrten et al.[26], are 
given by filled circles, while results for aluminium elec- 
trodes, from Yoshida and Dewing[ZS], are given by empty 
circles. The temperature is 1273 K and the cryolite ratio is 

0.8 < r < 3.0. 

concentration range, 1.0 < r < 15. Their emf values 
were combined with pNaF from Sterten et aI.[26] to 
obtain tk.?- from Equation (44b). Results are shown 
in Table 1. From Fig. 1 we see that oxygen elec- 
trodes and aluminium electrodes do not give the 
same emf when puDF < -4OkJmoll’. Agreement 
was later obtained by Sterten et aI.[26], but for one 
composition only. For this reason we disregard 
values obtained with the aluminium electrode for 
r < 1.4. 

A further inspection of the data from cell (g), 
reveals other uncertainties. This can be seen most 
clearly from Table 1 where transference numbers are 

Table 1. Transference number of Na+ in the system NaF-AIF,Al,O,(sat), for cell (g) when 2 < r c 15, in 
different reference frames. emfvalues are from Yoshida and Dewing[25] for 2 < r < 4 and from Thonstad 
and Rolseth[31] for r > 4. Activity data are from[26]. The error in the derivative is estimated from the 

uncertainty of the emf and p,,, 

ef 
r Ad/kJF-’ f lkJF-’ dd/d/+., f 0.06 tk.?- f 0.06 t~$“+ f 0.06 t$.Ar’+ f 0.06 

2 15.9 - 1.47 1.00 0.80 0.20 
2.4 6.9 - 1.47 0.92 0.67 0.33 
3 0.3 - 1.63 0.82 0.63 0.37 
3.5 -4.8 - 1.78 0.82 0.61 0.39 
4 -7.5 - 1.37 0.58 0.03 0.97 
4.5 -9.1 - 1.47 0.63 -0.03 1.03 
5 - 10.6 - 1.68 0.63 0.01 0.99 
5.5 -11.6 - 1.92 0.68 0.09 0.91 
6 - 12.6 -2.19 0.73 0.19 0.81 
7 - 14.5 - 2.69 0.81 0.36 0.64 
8 - 15.9 -3.13 0.85 0.46 0.54 
9 - 17.4 - 3.49 0.87 0.49 0.51 

10 - 18.8 - 3.79 0.87 0.45 0.55 
12 - 20.3 -4.23 0.85 0.23 0.77 
14 -21.7 -4.84 0.85 0.17 0.83 
15 -22.7 - 5.77 0.96 0.77 0.23 
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Table 2. Transference number of Na’, tk.?-, in the system 
NaF-AlF,At,O,(sat) for cells (f), (g) and (h). emfvalues are 
from Sterten et al. (0, and Na electrodes)[26], and 
Yoshida and Dewing (AI electrodes)[25]. Activity data are 
from [26]. The derivatives ddo,/dp,,, and d4,,/dp,,, are 
taken from Fig. 1, and d&/dp,,, = 0.020 f 0.004. The 
error in the derivatives are estimated from the uncertainty 

of the emfand pNap 

1.4 1.14 1.01 
1.6 1.09 1.04 
1.8 1.05 1.03 1.04 * 0.02 
2.0 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 & 0.01 
2.2 0.97 0.96 0.99 0.97 f 0.02 
2.4 0.93 0.92 0.99 0.94 + 0.05 
2.6 0.90 0.88 0.98 0.91 f 0.06 
2.8 0.89 0.85 0.96 0.90 k 0.06 
3.0 0.84 0.82 0.98 0.88 + 0.07 
3.2 0.79 
3.4 0.76 
3.6 0.73 
3.8 0.71 
4.0 0.69 

calculated with different reference frames. A discon- 
tinuity in the data exists at around r = 4, meaning 
that the data sets of Yoshida and Dewing and Thon- 
stad and Rolseth are not consistent with each other. 
In both sets of experiments a-Al,O, was used in the 
plug. This compound is not stable in the basic melts. 
The results for transference numbers are also other- 
wise unreasonable. It is not likely that t$_A’J+ is close 
to unity for r = 4, or that fluoride ion accounts for 
all charge transfer when aluminium ions are the 
frame of reference. Na+ should contribute in this 
case. Similarly, it is equally difficult to understand 
that &?“+ is zero for the same condition. Electronic 
conductivity due to presence of Na may lower the 
emf when aluminium electrodes are used. We there- 
fore prefer to exclude the results of Thonstad and 
Rolseth from a further discussion. Sterten et aI.[26] 
reached the same conclusion. 

Sterten et aI.[26] reported transference numbers 
for Na+ from emfresults of cell (f) in the concentra- 
tion range 2 < r < 3. They found that Na+ carried 
between 96 and 99% of the current in that range. 
They expected F- to carry the remainder of the 
current. No reference frame was reported. The limit- 
ing value for tNa+ with increasing r was taken as 0.64. 
In pure molten NaF and with F- ions as the frame 
of reference, it is a necessity that tk,‘;- = 1. Some 
support of this is given by the experiment of Thon- 
stad and Rolseth as tka”;- increases with increasing r 
(see Table 1). These measurements are however not 
well defined for other reasons (see above). This 
means the transference number of Na+ with fluoride 
lattice reference cannot approach the limit 0.64 of 
Grjotheim et af.[23]. When the frame of reference is 
the fluoride lattice, the current is carried by Na+ and 
the aluminium-containing complexes, Al,Oi+ and 
A13+ and not by F-. 

Results for all three sets of electrodes are sum- 
marized in Table 2. In the narrow concentration 

interval, 2 < r < 3, a direct comparison can be made. 
The result is that a reliable value is obtained for 
t&y- around r = 2.2 (within kO.02). Deviations 
between different experiments are otherwise larger. 
We have given an average value for tka!- in Table 2. 

Frank and Foster[27] carried out electrolysis 
using radioactive trace amounts of Al, Na and F in 
the melt. A plug was used to separate electrolytes, 
the movements of components were, however, deter- 
mined with reference to a fixed amount of F-. This 
means that tFIF- = 0. Their experimental results 
indicated that 1% of the current was carried from 
the cathode to the anode by an anion in which the 
fluorine to aluminium ratio was 2: 1. The remaining 
part of the current was carried by Na+. The experi- 
ments by Frank and Foster unfortunately do not 
describe control experiments, which allow for elim- 
ination of the effects of diffusion of isotopes. The 
results by Grjotheim et aI.[23, 241 showed that the 
diffusion of isotope may be significant. Thus, the 
reported value for Na+ is a maximum estimate. The 
true value might be lower than 0.99 + 0.1 for this 
reason, and we see no reason to change the values in 
Table 2 on this background. The same argument 
also applies for the results of Tual and Rolin[28]. 

The main result of Table 2 is that t$hF;- shows a 
decrease from r = 2. Because tka?- reflects the move- 
ment of Naf relative to the sum of A13+ and 
Al,O:+ complexes, a decrease m fN8+ L*F- means a shift 
in the charge transfer in favor of these complexes. As 
the content of NaF increases, the A13+ and Al,Og’ 
containing complexes decrease in size and are more 
mobile, and thus may contribute more to charge 
transfer. As r approaches high values and the equiva- 
lent fraction of AlF, approaches zero, the trans- 
ference coefficients of the A13+-containing 
components approach zero and tkaj;F+- + 1. More 
experiments are needed to shed light on this. 

Industrial aluminium electrolysis cells may be 
operated with about 2.5 weight% alumina in a bath 
with an average molar ratio r = nNaF/nAIF3 close to 
2.2. Compositions at the electrodes may have differ- 
ent values of r. For r close to 2.2, transference 
numbers are given with a small uncertainty in Table 
2. Otherwise there is a lack of measurements and 
therefore there is still a need for reliable information 
on transference coefficients, in particular for systems 
not saturated with Al,O,. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

The information obtained above on transference 
numbers in melts relevant for the aluminium electro- 
lysis implies that new experiments are needed to find 
transference numbers in the binary mixture 
NaF-AIF,, Transference numbers for this system 
may shed light on the more complicated system 
NaF-AIF,-Al,O,. Also in this system, when it is 
saturated with Al,O,, more experiments should be 
performed over a larger concentration range. 
Further experiments should be performed in the 
system not saturated with Al,O,. This may give 
more insight into the mechanism of transfer and data 
for calculation of cell performance. We have 
designed a method of data analysis which may be 
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helpful in this connection. The method gives the 13. K. S. Fsrland, T. Fsrland and S. K. Ratkje, Nonequilib- 

transference coefficient of NaF as a function of the rium Thermodynamics (Edited by S. Sieniutyzc and P. 

derivative d4/dpNaF and the equivalent fraction of Salamon), Transport Processes in Electrolytes and 

NaF. The method is general and has also been 
Membranes. Advances in Thermodynamics Series, Vol. 

applied to other systems[36]. In our analysis we 
6 (1992). 

have used the electrochemical cell theory of Fsrland 
14. T. Fsrland, Acta them. Stand. 14, 1381(1960). 

et aI.[2]. The applicability of this theory has thus 
15. E. E. Johnsen, S. K. Ratkje, T. Ferland and K. S. 

Fsrland, Zeitschr. Phys. Chem. Neue Folge 168, 101 
been further demonstrated. (1990). 

16. K. Grjotheim, Kg1. Norske Videnskapers Selskabs Skr. 
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